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ON THE K-THEORY OF COMPACT LIE GROUPS 
M. F. ATIYAH 
(Receiced 14 April 1965) 
THE PURPOSE of this note is to present an alternative proof of a recent theorem of L. Hodg- 
kin [4] concerning the structure of K*(G), where K* is the functor introduced in [2] and G 
is a simply-connected compact Lie group. 
We recall that, for any (compact) space X, K*(X) = K’(X)@ K’(X) where K’(X) 
is the Grothendieck group of complex vector bundles over X and K’(X) is defined from 
bundles over the suspension of X or equivalently by homotopy classes of maps of X 
into the unitary group U(n) (for n large). K*(X) is a Z2-graded ring. 
If we consider a representation p : G -+ G’(n) simply as a continuous map we obtain an 
element of K’(G) which we shall denote by b(p). Now recall that G has 1 basic irreducible 
representations p,, . . , pl, whose maximal weights I.,, . . . . i, form a basis for the character 
groupt ?of the maximal torus T of G. Hodgkin’s theorem asserts that K*(G) is an exterior 
algebra generated by j?(pi), . . . . /?(p[). In fact there are really two parts to this result: 
(A) K*(G) has no torsion, 
(B) K*(G) modulo its torsion subgroup is an exterior algebra generated by the images 
ofP(p,), .“Y P(P,). 
What we shall do here is to present a short proof of(B). In outline the proof proceeds 
as follows. 
(i) Using the “differentiable Riemann-Roth theorem” we shall show how (B) follows 
from a cohomological calculation (Proposition 1) of Chern characters on G. 
(ii) By considering the natural map 
n:G/TxT-+G 
we transfer our cohomological calculation from G to the more convenient space 
G/T x T. For this we need to investigate the map TI* : K*(G) -+ K*(G/T x T) 
(Lemma 2.) 
(iii) Finally we deduce our required cohomology formula on K*(G/T x T) from a 
purely algebraic formula involving the characters of pl, . . . . p, (Lemma 3.) 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the assistance I have received in the three parts of this proof 
from F. Hirzebruch, D. W. Anderson and B. Kostant respectively. 
We begin therefore by showing how (B) will follow from the following Proposition: 
t We assume an ordering of ?given in the usual way. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let a = fi B(pi) E K*(G), then ch n[G] = 1 where ch a[G] denotes the 
i= L 
ecaluation of the Chern character of a on the fundamental homology class of G (for a suitable 
choice of orientation). 
Let A = K*(G)/Tors K*(G) so that A is a free abelian group. Since H*(G, Q) is weI!- 
known to be an exterior algebra on I generators and since the Chern character is an iso- 
morphism over Q it follows that 
rank A = rank H*(G, 2) = 2’. 
Now let A = A (er, ., e,) be an exterior algebra on generators e,, . . ., e, and define a 
homomorphism j : A -+ A by putting 
j(eJ = p(pi) mod Tors K*(G). 
Then Proposition 1 implies, in particular, that a # 0 and so j is injective. On the other hand 
since 
rank A = 2’ = rank A 
it follows that j(A) is of finite index in A. Next we observe that, G being parallelizable, we 
have, as a very special case of [2; 3.11 a homomorphism 
f!: K*(G)-+Z 
such that Ax = ch x[G] for x E K*(G). 
Hence we can define a homomorphism 
il : A -+ Hom,(A, Z) 
by putting k(x)y =J(xj(v)). Proposition 1 then shows that the composite map 
kj:A- HoMA, Z) 
is an isomorphism. Thus j(A) is a direct summand of A. Since it is also of finite index we 
conclude thatj(A)= A, and soj : A --t A is an isomorphism as stated in (B). 
To prove Proposition 1 we shall use the map 
n:G/TxT-+G 
given by n(gT, u) =gug-‘. The degree of 7~ is equal to 1 WJ the order of the Weyl group 
bV of G. Hence Proposition 1 will follow if we can show that 
(1) ch n*(a)[G/T x TJ = (WI 
We shall now investigate the homomorphism rr* : K*(G) -+ K*(G/T x T). We note 
that, sinceK* (T) is torsion free, the Kunneth formula [l] enables us to identify K*(G/T x T) 
with K*(G/T)@ K*(T). 
LEMMA 2. Let p be a representation of G with h,eights pl, . . . . II,,, then 
brnhere (,uj) E KO(G/T), P(.D~> E K’(T) are the elements defined by pj : T + U( 1). 
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We postpone, for the moment, the proof of Lemma 2 and proceed to the final purely 
algebraic stage of the argument. For this we need to introduce some further notation. 
Let R(T) denote the integral group ring of T, so that following the notation of Lemma 2 we 
have a homomorphism 
z : R(T) + K’(G/T). 
Let A E R(T) be the usual element defined by 
A = c sgn(w) w(g) 
wew 
where? g = lT i+ Then the following formula is elementary and well -known [3; 20.11. 
(2) ch a(A)[G/T] = I WI 
It asserts essentially that the Euler number of G/T is 1 WI. Next let us observe that, since 
L 1, ..,, h, are a basis of i’, K*(T) is an exterior algebra generated by b(&), . . . . /?(A{). Hence, 
putting b = II /7(&), we have 
(3) chb[T]= 1. 
Our next lemma can now be stated: 
LEMMA 3. Let lij be the weights of pi then 
lb1 (T iij Q B(lij)) = A 8 b E R(T) 0 K*(T). 
Postponing, for the moment, the proof of Lemma 3, let us first show how Lemmas 2 
and 3 imply formula (1). In fact we have 
~*a = ibln*B(pi) = lb’ (7at&j) Q B(rij)) by Lemma 2, 
=(a@l). AQb 
= a(A) 8 b, 
by Lemma 3, 
and so 
ch x*(a)[G/T x T] = ch a(A)[G/T] ch b[T] 
= ch a(A)[G/T] by (3) 
=IW by (2). 
It remains now to prove Lemmas 2 and 3. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Consider the principal G-bundle G * G + S(G) where I denotes 
the join and S(G) is the (unreduced) suspension of G. Let V(p) be the vector bundle over 
S(G) associated to this principal bundle by a representation p of G. Then1 
[V(p)] - dim p = p(p) E K’(G) = I?‘(S(G)). 
t g2 is also the product of the positive roots of G (cf. [3 ; 31). 
: [VI denotes the image in K of the vector bundle V. 
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Thi~follows immediately from Milnor’s model [5] of the universal G-bundle, and could in 
fact be taken as the definition of b(p). To prove Lemma 2 we now consider the commutative 
diagram 
Gx(T*T)-G*G 
I8 I I@ 
G/T x S(T) -(G * G)/T 
Ih Sn lg 
S(G/T x T) - S(G) 
The top arrow is induced by the multiplication G x T+ G, and the bottom arrow is the 
suspension of TC. The other maps are defined in an obvious way, and the commutativity is 
easily verified. Now the top square shows that? the T-bundle f*(t+4) over G/-T x S(T) is 
associated to the T x T-bundle 0 by the multiplication T x T+ T (which is a homomor- 
phism since T is abelian). Hence if A E 7 and if $(I.) E K’((G * G)/T) denotes the element 
defined by 1, we have 
Hence 
f*@(A) = $1.) @ [V(A)] = a(A) @ (1 + /?(A)) E K’(G/T) @ K’(S(T)). 
h*(Sn)*CvP)l =_f*9*c%H 
= Cf*ICl(Pj) 
= C c((Pj> 0 C1 + P(Pj)>* 
Observe now that c c((pj) = dim P (since the pj are all the weights of a representation of G), 
and that h* is injective (since h collapses one factor of a product). Hence subtracting dim p 
from both sides of the above equation we end up finally with the required formula 
n*B(P) = C Gj) 0 P(Pj>. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Since K*(T) is an exterior algebra on I generators we must have a 
formula of the type 
bI (7 lij 0 B(lii)) = A 0 b 
for some A E R(T). Now the Weyl group operates on R(T) @ K*(T) and since it permutes 
the weights of each pi it follows that A @ b is invariant under W. But the action of Won b 
is given by the sign representation 
w(b) = sgn(w)b. 
The same must therefore be true of A. 
Let us consider now such “alternating” elements of R(T). They are necessarily integral 
t For brevity we label a bundle simply by its projection map. 
ON 
linear continuations of the 
Here we may assume that CT is a maximal weight, i.e. that G 2 w(a) for ail w E W. If G is 
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basic alternating expressions 
E(a) = c sgn(w)&(c7) GE $. 
WEW 
singular, i.e. if there exists w # 1 with (T = )~(a), then E(a) = 0. Now the set P of all maximal 
weights is just the subsemi-group of Tgenerated by the basic weights E.,, . . . . J.r. An element 
of P is singular if and only if it lies in some Pi, where Pi is the subsemi-group generated by the 
Ii with j i i. The element g = ni., is the minimal non-singular element of P, i.e. if 0 E P 
with G < g then E(cT) = 0. 
Now let us examine the weights that occur in A. Since a maximal weight occurs just 
once in an irreducible representation it follows that g occurs just once in A and all other 
weights are less than g. This shows that 
as required. 
A = E(g) = A 
I. 
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